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Abstract 
Many of the clients I work with are struggling with the decision of whether or not to relocate and how 

to job search from afar. The most common question I get is, “How To Find a Dream Job in New City?” 

It’s a valid question in Gold Coast, as it’s undeniably more difficult to job search when you’re not local. 

However, relocating first poses a financial risk, as there’s no way to know how long it’ll take you to 

find a new job in the new city. 

1. Introduction 
If you are also planning to move to Gold Coast and want to get your dream job in the new city, then 

this PDF may be beneficial and informative for you. This PDF deals with an expert guide that will help 

you to find your new job in Gold Coast. This guide also helps you to save valuable time, effort and 

money. 

2. Words to Add to Your Resume if You Want 

to Get the Job 
To help you nab that dream job in Gold Coast, a hiring expert shares the words that will help your 

resumé—and you—stand out from the pack. 

The goal of your resumé isn’t to politely ask for a job in Gold Coast —it’s to make hiring managers pray 

that you walk through their door. In order to make that happen, Monster.com career expert Vicki 

Salemi shares that buzzwords can energize your resumé and get you that first meeting. “You can stand 

out with hiring managers by speaking the company’s language,” Salemi says. “Review the company’s 

job description before you apply online, revise your resumé, and do a quick search and replace to 

speak their language so words truly pop.” Here are more tricks for writing a resumé that will get you 

hired. 

Different jobs in Gold Coast will have different requirements, but here are Salemi’s picks for your 

resumé’s 12 must-have words and what they signify to recruiters. 

Led: “This shows you have leadership skills, whether you led a team, a process—or all of the above! 

It’s important to flex this skill set on your resume.” 

Launched: “You take initiative! You had an idea and followed through to completion. You can leverage 

this bullet as a talking point during the interview.” 

Quantify: “I don’t mean the word ‘quantify,’ I mean that the narrative you’re telling about your career 

progression should always include numbers. Did you manage a team? Terrific! How many people did 

you manage? How often did you meet?” 

Achieved / Accomplished: “Show your success! If you’ve earned a prestigious accolade within your 

company, highlight this on your resume. This will help you stand out from peers in the candidate pool.” 

Trained: “Explain leadership initiatives and get specific with numbers. Who did you train? How many 

people did you train? Did you create a training manual for new hires in your department? Was it online 

as well as hands-on mentoring?” 



 

Resolved: “This shows you know how to independently and proactively work through a problem. If 

there are numbers attached, such as figuring out how to trim a department’s spending without 

reducing headcount, or you resolved ongoing conflicts with an internal department, mention it on 

your resume succinctly and then be prepared to illustrate it with anecdotes during the interview.” 

Improved: “How has your presence on the team improved the company? And this isn’t just limited to 

productivity and/or profitability—boosting morale counts, too!” 

Initiated: “This demonstrates confidence and the ability to think and move forward with your ideas.” 

Implemented: “As a follow-up to what you initiated, this shows you follow through and get stuff 

done.” 

Reconciled: “Demonstrates analytical skills. Whether you reconciled bills or resolved a conflict 

between team members, this is a coveted skill.” 

Partnered: “Who have you collaborated with—or thought outside-the-box with—to work well 

together? Highlight this.” 

Advised: “This shows a sense of leadership and can be combined with other keywords above. For 

instance, if you created a training manual for new hires, you probably advised them and served as a 

subject and/or process matter expert within your group.” (Avoid these overused words on your 

resume.) 

Finally, make sure not to hit send too quickly, she warns. “Use spell check! No matter how sparkling 

your resume appears, if there are typos or grammatical errors, it’s game over.” 

 



3. Finding job vacancies in Gold Coast 
There are a range of ways you can search for job vacancies in Gold Coast. 

Job search websites 

Job search websites list openings across industries and in both the private and public sector. You can 

search jobs based on your preferences and apply directly for jobs. 

Larger job websites (listed alphabetically) include: 

 Adzuna 

 CareerOne 

 Gumtree 

 Indeed Australia 

 jobactive (Australian Government) 

 Jora 

 Seek 

 Skillsroad. 

These websites often allow you to subscribe to receive email alerts about current vacancies that match 

your criteria. 

Vacancies can also be found in the jobs and careers sections of newspapers or industry magazines. 

There are also many jobs portals and websites for specific industries or sectors. 

 

Agriculture jobs 

Many agriculture job vacancies in Queensland are listed on the Australian Government's JobSearch 

website. JobSearch is also available to download on IOS and Android devices. 

Harvest Trail provides information on seasonal harvest jobs. Non-resident workers with valid visas 

looking for harvest work can register availability on Harvest Trail. 

When looking for harvest work, do not go directly to farms. You must first contact a Harvest Trail 

Services (HTS) provider or the employer listed in the job advertisement. 

Find out about harvest jobs in Queensland with #pickqld. 

Apprenticeships and traineeships 

Apprenticeships and traineeships allow you to work in your chosen trade or vocational field while 

training towards a nationally recognised qualification. 

To find if your chosen career can be done as an apprenticeship or traineeship, visit the Queensland 

Training Information Service (QTIS) website. QTIS provides details on individual 

apprenticeships/traineeships such as special requirements, length, qualifications and funding 

amounts. 



 

Before commencing some apprenticeships, you may be able to get a 'taste' for the job by participating 

in a pre-vocational course or pre-apprenticeship. Search for pre-vocational courses or pre-

apprenticeships by location and industry. 

To find an apprenticeship or traineeship: 

 use the job search and government vacancies websites on this page—enter a job title with 

'apprentice' or 'trainee' and your chosen industry to narrow down results 

 visit apprenticeship/traineeship job boards 

 Apprenticeship Central 

 MEGT job board 

 Mas job board 

 contact stakeholders of the apprenticeship and traineeship system, such as training 

organisations and Australian Apprenticeship Support Network (AASN) providers, who may 

have details of employment opportunities 

 contact the Apprentice Employment Network to find a group training organisation (GTO) – 

GTOs organise the training with your training organisation, but place you with different 

businesses (host employers) to gain on-the-job skills. 

Recruitment or staffing companies 

Recruitment or staffing companies work for businesses, both private and public, to fill job openings. 

The Recruitment, Consulting and Staffing Association has members across Queensland. Search to find 

a local recruitment agency. 

Local businesses and employers 

Many businesses and employers advertise available jobs on their websites and social media accounts, 

or on occasion at their premises. You can search or contact preferred local employers to find out more 

about current opportunities. 

Government jobs 



Queensland Government 

Search all Queensland Government vacancies or learn about: 

teaching vacancies 

read about becoming a teacher in Queensland 

health vacancies 

paramedic vacancies 

Queensland Police recruiting 

Australian Government 

Search Australian Government jobs 

Department of Defence job opportunities including the reserves, jobs in security, intelligence, 

communications and IT, science, engineering, trades, hospitality and support. 

Local Government jobs – search for Local Government jobs throughout Queensland. 

Broaden your search 

Look for volunteering opportunities that will help you gain some practical experience. 

Visit job expos, career fairs or industry forums. 

Brush up on your networking skills. 

Use your personal networks, either face to face or through social media to get the word out. 

4. Tips for Finding a Job in a New City 
When you’ve decided you want to move to Gold Coast, or you’re relocating for other reasons, it can 

be a challenge to figure out the best strategy for finding a new position. Should you move first? Or 

should you try to line up a new job and then relocate? What's the best way to get hired when you're 

here, and the jobs are there? 

How to Decide When to Start a Job Search 

There isn’t one answer to the question of when you should start job hunting if you want or need to 

move to Gold Coast. One of the biggest factors to consider is your finances. 

Financial Considerations 

Can you afford to go without a paycheck, pay for health insurance, and cover relocation expenses? If 

you have cash reserves, it can be easier to move first, get settled, and then start a job search. If you 

don’t, you will need to start looking for a job before you move to Gold Coast. 

Personal Considerations 

Consider your personal circumstances, as well. Do you have someone in the new location in Gold Coast 

you could borrow a bed or a couch from? If so, you may want to consider moving first, finding a job 

second. 



 

The Type of Job You’re Looking For 

Another factor to consider is the type of job you’re looking for. It’s quicker and easier to get hired for 

lower-level positions than it is for jobs further up the career ladder. If you’re at a mid-career or higher-

level position, it’s going to take longer to get hired. You should plan your job hunt accordingly, and be 

prepared to conduct a long-distance job search. Keep in mind that you may be able to negotiate a 

start date that gives you the extra time you need to move and get settled. 

Tips for Finding a Job in a New City 

Once you’ve decided when you want to start looking for a new job in Gold Coast, the next step is to 

figure out how to get hired. Review these tips for finding work when you’re relocating to get started. 

1. Give Yourself Plenty of Time to Find a Job 

Job searching isn’t always as quick or as easy as you think it’s going to be. Even if you’re going to wait 

to start a job search, start organizing it ahead of time. 

Update your resume, start checking out job listings and companies you’re interested in working for, 

get a list of references ready to use, and have an interview outfit ready to wear. 

2. Think Local (and Remote) for Job Opportunities 

When you know the city where you want to work, you can target positions there or within a radius of 

that location. Use advanced search options to find openings where you want to work. 

3. Sign Up for Job Alerts 

Save yourself a step and sign up for job alerts to let you know when new jobs that match your criteria 

are listed. You’ll be able to set them up directly on company websites for major employers, as well as 



on job listing sites. You’ll receive an email or text message as soon as a listing is posted, and you’ll be 

able to get your application in right away. 

4. Be Available to Interview 

It’s important to have the flexibility to be able to get there quickly when you’re invited for an out-of-

town interview. Most employers interview and hire on a tight schedule, and the company may not be 

willing to wait. If you can’t get there when interviews are scheduled, you may not be considered for 

the job. 

Unless you’re being actively recruited, be prepared to pay your own travel expenses. You may want 

to line up the best modes of transportation in advance, so you’re prepared to book travel when you 

get an email or call. 

5. Don’t Count on a Relocation Package 

Employer relocation packages can make a move go very smoothly. If you’re offered one as part of your 

compensation package, it may cover all the expenses moving entails. There may be even some extra 

cash included to help you get out of a lease or make a deposit on new housing. Whether you’ll get 

one, or not, depends on the company and the job you’re hired for. 

6. Get a Local Address at the New City 

A local address on your resume and cover letter can help your application get selected. Some 

employers don’t consider out-of-town candidates because the logistics can be complicated. 

7. Tap Your Connections 

Who do you know in the place you’re going to? Do you have family, friends, professional, or college 

connections there? Everyone you know, and everyone they know, may be able to help you with your 

job hunt. 

Put the word out, very quietly if you’re still employed, that you’re looking to relocate to get job leads 

and other assistance. Here are some of the people who can assist: 

 Facebook Friends and Instagram Followers 

 LinkedIn Connections 

 College Alumni Network Contacts 

 Networking Connections (attend as many in-person events as you can) 

 Professional Associations and Contacts 

8. Take Your Job With You 

Do you love your job? There may be a chance that you can take it with you when you move. If your 

employer is thrilled with the work you do and would hate to lose you, they may be willing to let you 

work remotely. That’s especially the case if you’re available to travel back to the office for meetings 

that need to be held in person. 

9. Request a Job Transfer 

It’s obviously not feasible if you work for a small organization, but if you work for a large company 

with offices in your new location, transferring may be an option. You may be able to transfer to the 

same or a similar job, or you may be able to get a different position with your current employer. 

 



10. Consider a Temp or Seasonal Job 

One work option for when you can’t wait to move is to consider working as a temp or taking a seasonal 

job until you can line up a permanent position. Depending on the time of year and location, there may 

be plenty of short-term jobs you can do until you get hired full-time. 

5. Steps To A Successful Job Relocation 

 
Back in June I laid out the 20 questions you should ask yourself before you agree to relocate for a job. 

It’s a big decision that demands a lot of consideration—but as it turns out, that might be the easy part. 

“The move itself could be one of the most stressful changes in life,” says Marjie Terry, VP of business 

development and client service at Great on the Job in Gold Coast. “Even if you're super excited about 

the new position or company, moving is still complicated.” 

Ted Stimpson, president and CEO of MyMove.com, agrees. He says: “As with any move, relocating for 

a job can be a complicated and stressful process. But the good news is that you’ve been recognized as 

a valuable asset to your new company or office, and employers are typically more than willing to help 

make your transition a smooth one.” Plan ahead for your move, and utilize any relocation packages 

offered by your employer, he says. “And if things start to get stressful, remember that the reason for 

your move is a positive and exciting one.” 

So, what exactly makes relocating so complicated in Gold Coast? Ryan Kahn, a career coach, the star 

of MTV’s Hired! and author of Hired! The Guide for the Recent Grad, says, among other things, the 

process requires you to find a new place to call home, become acquainted with your new 

environment, master a new job, and build a new support network—all at the same time. “A lot of hard 

work will go into being successful at all of these things, but hopefully you find out that it’s everything 

you’ve wanted.” 

Stimpson says today’s real estate market doesn’t make it any easier. “Selling a house is one of the 

biggest complications that relocating homeowners face,” he says. “Paying two mortgages is 



daunting—and often not feasible—which leaves many in the challenging position of selling their 

current home while securing housing in their new city of employment.” 

Another challenge faced by two-income families: finding employment for the relocating employee’s 

spouse or partner, he adds. And if you have children, you’ll probably worry about their transition to 

the new environment, as well. 

"It’s extremely difficult to be 100% focused on your new job while dealing with all of the logistics of 

the move," Terry says. “You want to make great impressions on your new colleagues but everything 

is new and unfamiliar, so it takes working double time in the beginning to make it all work.” 

So, if you want to have a successful transition, here’s what you’ll need to do: 

Stay organized. Much of moving related stress comes from managing all of the logistics, like leaving 

your current home, and finding a new one, Terry says. “Try to be very organized.  Keep to-do lists for 

both your departure and arrival locations so that you can stay on top of everything.” 

Know what’s available to you.  Many companies offer a variety of relocation services and most are 

flexible in what they provide, Kahn says. Make sure you take the time to learn what’s available to 

you—and use it. For example, some companies in Gold Coast will pay for things like house hunting 

trips, transportation of your cars, assistance in selling or buying your home, help figuring out how to 

rent out a property, and event organizers to settle you into your new home. They might also be able 

to help your spouse with job placement or employment leads in your new city, Stimpson adds. 

If your employer doesn’t typically offer relocation assistance, ask for it. If you learn that assistance 

isn’t typically given, don’t be afraid to negotiate, Stimpson says. Start by researching moving costs 

(truck rentals, quotes from professional movers, transportation expenses, temporary housing, 

storage, etc.) so that you can present your employer with a detailed estimate of how much your 

relocation is expected to cost you. “Having this supporting information is crucial to the success of your 

request,” he says. Also ask about preferred providers when it comes to relocation companies and real 

estate agents. Reimbursement for your relocation may be contingent upon the usage of designated 

professionals with whom your employer has established relationships. 

Take time to get to know your new environment before you move. If you have the luxury of taking 

some time to explore your new area before arriving, do so, Terry says. “Explore the neighborhoods in 

the area to make sure that you find the best suited one for your lifestyle,” she says. 

If you're not able to visit the new city before you move to Gold Coast, take the time talk to people that 

live there or used to live there, and "get as much perspective as you can on what you’re walking into," 

Kahn says. 

You should also read the local news or any local blogs to understand the vibe and learn what's going 

in your new town, Terry adds. 

Know the cost of living in Gold Coast. There are significant differences in cost of living among US cities 

and states, Stimpson says. “Typically, these differences will be compensated for in your salary, but it’s 

still important to check.” Do the research and plan accordingly. 

Don’t make any long-term commitments. “Renting at first is a great way to settle into a new city 

without making a commitment to a neighborhood you might end up not liking,” Terry says. 



Kahn agrees. He says a common mistake many people make when relocating for a job is to buy a home 

or commit to a long-term lease immediately, and later find that they don’t like the neighborhood, or 

the job. 

 

Stimpson says to ask about temporary corporate housing. “Some companies offer apartments or 

condos for a fixed length of time to allow relocating employees to familiarize themselves with their 

new surroundings and make an informed housing decision.” 

Find out if any of your moving expenses are tax-deductible.  Even if your new employer doesn’t offer 

any financial assistance for your relocation, you might be eligible for partial reimbursement come tax 

time, which can definitely ease some of your financial stress, Stimpson says. (See IRS Tax Topic 455 for 

details on which expenses qualify.) “Generally, the moving tax deductions requirements are: the move 

must be because you started a new job; your new home must be at least 50 miles from your old home 

and your old job. (This is to prevent folks from simply moving across the street every time they 

changed jobs in a design to take advantage of the moving tax deduction.); and you must work full time 

for at least 39 weeks during the last 52 following your move. Self-employed movers need to work at 

least 78 weeks over the last 2 years to qualify.” 

Build a social support network.  “Use your friends to network to make new friends in the same way 

that you would try to network for a job,” Kahn says. Use online services like MeetUp to find others in 

the area that have similar interests or hobbies. Your new company may also offer clubs and interest 

groups to meet new people. The faster you can build a support network, the more at home you will 

feel and the happier you will be with your decision to move, he says. 

“Establishing a social network in your new town is going to make you feel more grounded and happy, 

which will allow you to perform better in your new job,” Terry adds. 

 

 



6. How To Deal With Bad Removalists And 

Wonky Quotes? 
Moving is one of those tasks that are directly related to physical and mental stress. It really doesn’t 

matter how far you are relocating, choosing a trusted removalist company is crucial for the safe and 

hassle-free transportation of your valuable possessions. 

You can’t hand over your belongings to a company that doesn’t have any experience in relocating 

houses and offices. They should know the right methodology for packing and moving different items 

to different places. 

Your one wrong decision could leave your entire moving process in chaos. You could lose your items 

if you choose bad removalists. So, instead of ending up your search early, spend some more time and 

choose professional removalists Gold Coast for your next removal. 

Here are some amazing tricks that will help you deal with bad removalists and wonky quotes so that 

you can avoid mistakes on your moving day. The tips will help you find a reliable moving partner at 

the most reasonable price. 

1. Thorough Research Is Needed 

Research is always an important part when it comes to choosing a reliable and trusted moving 

company. There should be thorough research before making the final decision and signing a contract 

because your household treasures are valuable and they need special attention. 

Look for the best options, research the online market, make a comparison, ask your relatives and 

friends who have hired a removal company in the past, read reviews, and take decisions accordingly. 

A right company never hides their pricing policies and always assists its potential customers by 

providing them transparency. So, instead of taking a wrong decision, search for at least ten best 

removalist companies and compare them to find your ideal choice. You should only choose the best 

when vacating a property in Australia so that all your belongings are safe and moved in time. 

Tip: Don’t forget to ask for their previous projects and also read their customer reviews online. 

2. Quotes Comparison Is Must 

The best way of ignoring wonky quotes is a thorough comparison of quotes. Once you have shortlisted 

the removals companies, ask for the free quotes and compare them. Compare each quote depending 

on your needs while considering the other factors such as packing, storage, insurance, backloading, 

etc that can help you make the right decision with precision. 

Here, the comparison doesn’t mean choosing a very cheap quote. Usually, cheap removal companies 

hide extra costs and unveil them after the move. You can’t trust such companies because they won’t 

stay loyal to you throughout the move. 

So, it is better to choose an affordable and well-priced company that can meet your specific needs 

and give you quality service within your estimated budget for moving. 



 

3. Ask A Few Questions 

If you don’t want to deal with the bad removalists, make sure you ask a few important questions to 

the representative of your selected company. You can ask about their business history to know 

whether they are reliable or not: 

 How long your company has been in the Gold Coast Industry? 

 What type of specialised moves do you perform? 

 How many removalists will be sent on a moving day? 

 Do you provide a packing service as well? 

 Does your quote include content insurance? 

 Do you offer a no-damage guarantee on your moves? 

 What if my belongings get damaged during the move? 

The answers to these questions will help you choose a reliable Gold Coast Removalists Company over 

a bad one. 

Some professional removalists Gold Coast insure themselves against the damage to your household 

belongings. In such cases, it is important for you to understand what the removals company covers 

and doesn’t cover along with different circumstances. 

If you pack yourself and something gets damaged, then they won’t accept the liability. So be careful 

when it comes to choosing the right moving company. 

4. AFRA Authorisation 

Choose a removal company that is authorised by AFRA- Australian Furniture Removers Association. 

The association has its moving standards that promote the protection of heavy furniture during the 

move, ensure professional training of employees and proper maintenance of the equipment. 



When you hire AFRA approved moving company, you will get peace of mind that your belongings will 

reach safely to the final destination within the scheduled time. This will make your entire moving 

process much smoother and stress-free. 

5. Read Genuine Reviews Online 

Decisions define destiny! So before making your choice, make sure you reach genuine reviews in 

trusted websites to get better clarity about the company you are hiring. You may see some good 

reviews along with bad ones. 

Don’t worry at all. Just identify a genuine company. You can also contact them to gather more 

information about the company’s professional approach and customer care service. 

According to professional marketers, the majority of people read customer reviews to decide what 

services to avail of. This will also prevent you from choosing the bad removalists- which in turn protect 

your belongings from damages and other unexpected accidents during the transition. 

6. Experience Counts 

It is always good to hire a company that has years of experience in the moving industry rather than 

someone who has just started off. A removal company with little or no experience may leave you 

nowhere because they don’t know how to manage adverse situations. 

Plus, they don’t have a well-trained team of removalists, which directly leaves your belongings in 

danger. This is one of the biggest fears of choosing a bad removal company. They could handle your 

belongings in a non-professional way and end up causing more damage. 

On the other hand, the well-experienced company leverages tried and tested techniques and also 

have a stable procedure to help you offer safe and secure removal with a zero damage guarantee. 

Therefore, it is vital to choose a company that has at least 7 to 10 years of experience. You will be 

better off with such a company as they will know how to properly pack and move your items to your 

new home. 

7. Check The Contract 

You must check the contract that the removalist company makes you sign with them and go over all 

the costs and fees. This will help you see how legitimate the company is and whether they are trying 

to scam you or not. You can also show it to legal authorities to see whether it is legible or not. 

Also read through everything in the contract to look for any hidden clauses and if you have any doubts 

you can ask the company at that moment itself. You must review every aspect before signing the 

contract and hiring removalist experts in Gold Coast. 

While house moving is life’s biggest decision, choosing a reliable removalists company can be the 

second most difficult scenario. Instead of ending up with bad removalists, it is good to do in-depth 

research, spend some more time and make the decision wisely when it comes to choosing reliable and 

professional Gold Coast Removalists. 

The tips mentioned above will help you in making your move a safe and stress-free one within your 

estimated budget. 

 



7. Conclusion 
Finding the right job takes time in the best of circumstances, and searching from a different location 

may take longer than the standard search, but people land solid offers in new cities all the time. 
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